
Turn each day into simple 
and actionable steps
TimeNoder helps you to organize your work and hobbies into 
actionable tasks that you then put into your timeline!
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Smart Task Planner

Clever Planning 
Makes The Creation 
of Multi-event Plans 

Easier

It will suggest the most suitable 
tasks while enabling you to 

modify them freely
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Later On, You Can 
Analyze The History

As the saying goes: 'those who 
do not learn history are doomed 
to repeat it.' So let's better start 
finding weak spots ;)
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Use Tracking To 
Work Whole Day 

Effectively

Our body has limited powers to 
concentrate fully. Frequent breaks 

can help your body to recharge 
and keep your mind fast and 

sharp the whole day.
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Adding Events To 
Timeline Is Easy

You will add events to your 
master plan in no- time and 
benefit from its clarity.
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Save Time With 
Recurring Events

You will add events to your 
master plan and benefit from its 

clarity in no time.

Statistics are a form of gamification that 
should help keep the user motivated
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It's Easy To Create 
Tasks

Create tasks with as many details 
as you want and then see them 
sorted by priority, date of 
creation, or deadline.
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Organize Activities 
To Gain Clarity

Distribute your tasks into projects 
and labels while tracking 

frequent activities using blocks.
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Find More Space For 
Your Loved Activities

Because you will see where you 
are spending your time, you will 
be more in control of your time, 
enabling you to find more space 
for your loved activities.
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Having organized tasks that result in a clearly defined 
plan while cleverly utilizing breaks can enhance users' 
productivity and increase their life satisfaction. 


